
Nomad Marketplace Touch Pad - 1 Prim Web Browser

https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Nomad-Marketplace-Touch-Pad-1-Prim-Web-
Browser/12940746

Anybody that have webpage to display in-world must have this item

 Very Awesome device. Very east to use and if you set up your own html or other sales sites, 
this is awe inspiring tool. The refresh is 5 minutes to the homepage you set, so any page that 
can be viewed in 5 minutes or less are perfect for user interaction. The user can browser as 
many links as possible and open any of them in their local browsers.
 The screens revert to a default texture when not being viewed. a viewer is not within distance
and looking at them. That is anyone can activate it by looking in it's general direction and 
everyone will see it.
 You are more than welcome to come check out the gross use of this tool at my sites in Milda 
or Akhsharumova, 
 Some of my site stats are OpenOffice CalcSheets HTML exports. Same name every time 
and once uploaded to website all browsers grid wide updates.
 Awesome for web based linked PDF documents for any site.
 Display the single page index as default, let user browse from there.
 Set them to a direct SL MP product page and set one next to it for a SpoonFlower matching 
textile page.
 The Copy Mod allow you to customize all the faces, including the default screen image (store
logo), the headers and footers, even the back. The original headers were 1 and 2 slots and 
just Vscale .5 and Voffset. I've remade and expanded on the templates for the number of slots
for top and bottom. Top banner for Groups and bottom for the categories. You can check them
out at AJ's Texture Gallery in-World in Akhsharumova.
 You can even use a rezzer to delpoy a local set for a show. Collect the Touch Pads as 
children of a root ball that will have the rezzer script and can unlink at rezzing.
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